
From: DBEDT LUC
To: Quinones, Natasha A; Orodenker, Daniel E; Derrickson, Scott A
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] IAL
Date: Thursday, May 20, 2021 6:22:10 AM
Attachments: 3-9-17 WAA Meeting Recap.pdf

From: Linda Baptiste <baptiste.linda@gmail.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, May 19, 2021 12:42 PM
To: DBEDT LUC <dbedt.luc.web@hawaii.gov>; Rblangiardi@honolulu.gov; Andrew Malahoff Andrew
Malahoff - Chief Of Staff/ Administrative <amalahoff@honolulu.gov>; mformby@honolulu.gov
Subject: [EXTERNAL] IAL

Linda R. Baptiste
41-849 Kakaina Street
Waimanalo, Hawaii 96795

May 17, 2021

Mr. Daniel E. Orodenker
Executive Officer
Land Use Commission
P. O. Box 2359
Honolulu, Hawaii 97804-2359

Email: dbedt.luc.web@hawaii.gov

Subject: C&C of Honolulu - Important Agricultural Lands (IAL) Designation

RE: 4-1-025-006 & 4-1-025- 007 (My Property)

Dear Mr. Orodenker:

I am opposed to the planned IAL program which will adversely affect my property, and respectfully request that my property be excused
and excluded. I am “opting out” from any IAL designation. This option was denied me because the City and County (C&C)  lacked
transparency and proper property owner notification.  Certified Return Receipt letters at the onset to all owners should have been the very
minimum.

This is a followup to my letter dated April 25, 2021.

It has become even more apparent since your zoom hearings in April 2021, that the notification to owners was incomplete, insufficient,
confusing and poorly executed.

Not only was I never informed or notified about the IAL, but in checking with many of my neighbors, most of them had no knowledge of
this IAL designation or that their properties were affected. The number of uninformed, misled or misinformed property owners is
disturbing and shameful in light of the fact the City and County is representing that they complied with procedures.

Overwhelming evidence exposes that proper notification to owners was not complied with. If the City and County is representing that
they complied with procedures, the procedures were flawed, incomplete and insufficient to keep the property owners informed. The lack
of transparency and non-disclosure from the City and County opens many legal questions at the very minimum. City and County owes an
explanation of when this IAL morphed from optional to mandatory!

Additionally, my neighbors that had “some Idea” about the IAL did not believe that it affected them. Neighbors who were members
Waimanalo Agricultural Association (WAA) were led to believe that this was an optional designation and that there was a choice as to
whether one wanted to participate.  I am attaching documentation from the WAA dated 3/9/17, indicating that this was an optional
program. Please refer to attachment stating that the option to OPT out was available.
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WAA Meeting Recap 3/9/17  


Linda Murai, DOA 


Department of Agriculture   


 As of 2017, there are 3 current active locations in Waimanalo that have had recent positive detections of LFA. 


DOA, HAL and OISC are currently undertaking the process of treating these sites in order to eradicate the 


LFA. 


Treatments are at 6 week intervals, for 6 treatments. 


After finding LFA, surveys are conducted every 3 months for the first year, then every 6 months for the next 2 


years (approximately) If ants are found, the process begins all over again. 


 You can check out the final survey results here:    WAA Survey Results 
Thank you to all who cared enough to participate and to make your thoughts known. We need to get a 


consensus of all members. These surveys help us learn about your concerns so we can try to address 


them. 


WAA Survey 


Katia Balassiano and Alex Beatty from the Department of Planning & Permitting explained some of the confusion surrounding 


WAA’s survey questions.  


1.  The composting question applied to “composting MAJOR” and will still allow minor composting.    (Example: Ha-


waiian Earth Products = minor      Sewage plant = MAJOR) 


2. “Open Land” is allowed but not actually zoned for agriculture. This would allow access to picnic grounds, greenways, 


hiking, fishing, hunting and other scenic interests. None of which are ag related. 


3. Saw mills was not described adequately. The definitions vary in when the activity ceases to be ag and transforms to 


industrial. 


Katia offered to do more research on the definitions in the LUO and send it to WAA. President Fukui thanked her and decided that 


it would be easier and much more informative if it was in writing compared to the explanations offered verbally.  


It was decided to move on because each question was taking a lot of time to clarify. We will send out the clarification as soon as we 


receive it so you can get your concerns addressed. 


Department of Planning & Permitting 


A member suggested that instead of trying to treat a limited area, they could bait a larger area to ensure the ants are really elimi-


nated. She cited funding problems.  


She once again advised  members to keep testing their area by putting out the peanut butter bait sticks. She reminded us that  the 


Department of Ag will come out to treat at no cost to you. You can get more information in this brochure on the Little Fire Ants.  


Linda provide members with a list of Hawaii Agriculture Industry Associations. 


Thank you, Linda for all the free “goodies”given to members. Dept. of Ag Marketing  Development Division promotes 


promotional items used at trade shows all over the world. We received renewable grocery bags and raincoats. 



https://files.acrobat.com/a/preview/0eb0ddb9-3b8f-4aef-a934-6ac72f0a3b39

https://files.acrobat.com/a/preview/2b64e903-24d0-44d3-8dcd-93bd629a4529

https://files.acrobat.com/a/preview/b55c9b80-e896-4994-bc15-194bb88676b7E:/Annette%20Lee/Documents/1-Ace%20Quality%20Farm
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 Important Ag Lands (IAL) Project   
Tim Hata, DPP, gave members an thorough reporting on the Important Ag Lands project. He said to remember that 


this plan is on-going and is expected to take another year to complete. They are in the preliminary stages and are start-


ing by getting the information out to the land owners that this project will affect.  


Land owners can “opt out” by writing to DPP and explaining their reasoning. Others that wish to be a part of the pro-


ject can just do nothing and wait until the designations are complete. If you want to join the process now, you can but 


it requires legal help so they are advised to wait. All the information you need can be seen here:  Mapping Oahu’s Im-


portant Agricultural Lands. 


Mahalo to all of our “pot luck” suppliers. We all look forward to the very special dishes members bring to share. Every thing 


was gobbled up and enjoyed by all! 


Mahalo to WAA Members 


   Waimanalo Agricultural Association          Contact: Mark Fukui President       


     PO Box 42          Phone: 259-5288 


    Waimanalo, HI 96795                  waa@hawaii.rr.com 


               To remove your name from our mailing list, please click here 


WAA Meeting Recap 3/9/17 (cont’d) 


President Mark Fukui thanked Ellen and Warren Yee for the use of their facilities for the pesti-


cide training class. This was very informative and saved a lot of money if each farm had to do 


this separately. Mahalo-we are deeply appreciative. 


 Thank You!  


 Malama Honua  


President Fukui announced that the University of Hawaii (CTAHR) has allocated a space for Ma-


lama Honua Charter School.  


He was concerned because schools in the middle of productive ag lands are not compatible due to 


dust, pesticide or herbicide spraying, animal odors, etc. Past history has shown that in the begin-


ning, everybody agrees to anything and everything. Reality sets in and then problems arise. This 


would be detrimental to farms close to schools.  


Malama Honua’s board has asked for a meeting with WAA’s advisory board . We will send out 


an update after this meeting. 



https://files.acrobat.com/a/preview/57a4a2ed-1f5a-419b-8f5b-0e37551cad3c

https://files.acrobat.com/a/preview/57a4a2ed-1f5a-419b-8f5b-0e37551cad3c
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I was not a member of WAA in March 2017, so I was not privy to this information. As I stated in my last letter:
“I was NEVER informed of this IAL Designation affecting my property. Had I been informed, my husband and I would have
immediately formally objected to this change and taken all legal measures to protect our property from this.”
 
I did attend a WAA meeting on Thursday, May 13, 2021,  where the IAL was discussed. I was appalled that most of my neighbors and
friends had no idea that their properties were involved with the IAL designation. The lack of transparency and full disclosure, the fact that
the C&C has not completed the “incentives” and other obligations is all the more compelling that this is flawed on multiple levels. 
 
Full disclosure to the affected owners in this matter is non existent. I believe that full disclosure isn’t possible because all incentives from
the county have not been met or completed.
 
Again, I will state , because I have not been informed properly and in a timely manner from any governmental entity, I firmly believe that
my due process under the law as been denied.
 
I am officially requesting that my property indicated above be excluded and exempt from the IAL and I be allowed to OPT out.  
 
In my opinion, this IAL designation is poorly planned, incomplete and regarding owner notification poorly executed. It appears to
encompassed a broad sweep, poorly though out, and adversely affecting many law abiding land owners.  There is a serious problem in
that there are so many land owners indicating that they also were not or have not been informed of this. 
 
Thank you in advance for your time and consideration of these issues.
 
Sincerely,
 
 
Linda Baptiste
 
Linda R. Baptiste
Phone 808 259-9648
 
 
 


